Label-Free Nanopore Biosensor for Rapid and Highly Sensitive Cocaine Detection in Complex Biological Fluids.
Detection of very low amounts of illicit drugs such as cocaine in clinical fluids like serum continues to be important for many areas in the fight against drug trafficking. Herein, we constructed a label-free nanopore biosensor for rapid and highly sensitive detection of cocaine in human serum and saliva samples based on target-induced strand release strategy. In this bioassay, an aptamer for cocaine was prehybridized with a short complementary DNA. Owing to cocaine specific binding with aptamer, the short DNA strand was displaced from aptamer and translocation of this output DNA through α-hemolysin nanopore generated distinct spike-like current blockages. When plotted in double-logarithmic scale, a linear relationship between target cocaine concentration and output DNA event frequency was obtained in a wide concentration range from 50 nM to 100 μM of cocaine, with the limit of detection down to 50 nM. In addition, this aptamer-based sensor method was successfully applied for cocaine detection in complex biological fluids like human saliva and serum samples with great selectivity. Simple preparation, low cost, rapid, label-free, and real sample detection are the motivating factors for practical application of the proposed biosensor.